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REPORT OF

G. T. CLARKSON, ESQ.

ON

THE PRICES OF GASOLINE AND OILS

SOLD TO THE PEOPLE OF ONTARIO

Toronto, January 11, 1926.

To His Honour, HexNRy Cockshutt, Esq.,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario,

Toronto, Ontario.

Sir,—By Commission dated June 5th, 1925, the undersigned was appointed

to enquire whether the prices at which gasohne and oils are sold to the people

of the Province of Ontario are just and fair, and was authorized to take such

steps for the acquirement of information relative thereto as might, in his opinion,

be necessary. The power of summoning persons and requiring them to give

evidence under oath and to produce such documents and things as might be

deemed requisite for a full investigation in the premises was granted to the

undersigned, who was required to report the evidence and facts brought out

and shown by such investigation.

On receipt of such Commission, which was issued under the provisions of

Chapter 18 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 19t4, I obtained a list from the

Department of Public Works and Highways of Ontario of all refiners, jobbers,

wholesale dealers and distributors of gasoline resident within and without the

Province of Ontario who are required to make returns to such Department in

respect of the distribution and sale of gasoline within the Province of Ontario.

The number of distributors, as shown by such list, was ninety-eight, including

certain whose principal places of business were in either the Province of

Quebec or the State of New York. In discussing the procedure to be followed

in obtaining necessary information from such refiners and distributors, I was

informed it had not been intended that I should investigate the prices at which

kerosene, fuel and other than automobile lubricating oils are sold, but I was

instructed to confine my investigation to those relating to the sale of gasolines

and automobile lubricating oils in Ontario.

Thereafter I prepared a questionnaire, in form attached hereto as Exhibit

"A," and caused the same to be sent to eighty-two of such distributors (the

volume of business done by the remainder being unimportant), with the request

that it be completed and returned to me duly sworn to under oath. Included in

the information required to be given in such questionnaire was the following:

(a) The amounts respectively of gasolines and automobile lubricating oils sold in Ontario

by each distributor, within the periods between January 1st and December 31st, 1924, and

January 1st and June 30th, 1925, subdivided to show the amounts thereof sold, respectively,

to other wholesale distributors, retail distributors and direct to the public.

(b) The origin of supply of the gasolines and automobile lubricating oils so sold by each

distributor within the periods mentioned, subdivided to show the proportions thereof r^nned

in Ontario, the amounts refined in Canada elsewhere than in Ontario, the quantities purchased

in the United States of America and the producing fields there wherein such supply originated.
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(c) The brands or trade names under which gasolines and automobile lubricating oils were
sold by each distributor and the quantities sold within the periods mentioned under each of
such trade names and brands.

(d) The wholesale and tank wagon prices, and the retail prices, at which gasolines and
automobile lubricating oils were sold under each brand or trade name at forty-eight of the most
important points in Ontario and upon specific dates mentioned in the questionnaire.

(e) The costs, laid down, to each distributor, on specific dates mentioned, of gasolines and
automobile lubricating oils purchased by him and sold under each brand or trade name, together
with the prices paid for the same at the points of production, and the costs per gallon to the
point of deliver}' with freight, duties, import taxes, exchange and other relative charges thereupon.

(f) The volume, in gallons, of gasolines and oils sold by each distributor within the periods
between January 1st and December 31st, 1924, and between January 1st and June 30th, 1925;
also statements of the expenses within such periods to each distributor of doing business, including
the cost to him per gallon of all gasolines and automobile lubricating oils so sold.

(g) The service stations within the Province owned and operated by each distributor, also
the names and locations of all service stations not directly operated by the distributor but in

which he or it had an interest.

(h) The number and location of all curb pumps in Ontario operated direct by the distributor
or in which he had any interest, direct or indirect.

In addition to the information required from them by way of completion

of the questionnaire, I also made request upon the three companies operating

refineries and four other of the most important distributors of gasolines and
lubricating oils in Ontario that they furnish me with certain specific information

relative to the ownership and control of their capital stock, their investments

in plant and working assets, the profits obtained by them from all sources, the

prices paid for raw materials purchased (crude oils), the volume of business

done by each, service stations owned, controlled or operated by them and with

respect to other items and matters deemed by me to be relevant to the enquiry.

It was necessary to obtain such facts from the refiners and distributors men-
tioned for the reason that refining crude oils or blending gasolines or oils, as

they do, it is not possible, with accuracy or otherwise than in an arbitrary

manner, to determine the costs on any specific date, of the individual products

dealt in by them, but the question as to whether they had sold or were selling

such products to the public at reasonable or unreasonable prices had to be
determined by the amount of profits recovered when compared with the vojume
of business done and the capital employed by such refiners and distributors in

the periods under review.

The necessity for obtaining such information was explained by me to

ofificers of each of the refiners and distributors mentioned at the time when
request was made to them for it. Certain of those from whom it was required

expressed an immediate willingness to provide it, but there were others who
took the attitude that it was beyond the power of the Province of Ontario to

compel the giving of such information and they contended that the Federal

Government was alone competent to do so. They stated that they were unwilling

and would refuse to give the information if it was to be used as the basis of an
enquiry where confidential facts relative to their businesses might be made
public or left open to the inspection of competitors. Ultimately they expressed

a willingness to provide the information if it were agreed that it should be held

confidential within my possession and employed only for the purposes of ascer-

taining the facts which I was called upon to investigate.

The above conditions were reported by me to the Government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, through the Hon. George S. Henry, Acting Premier, following

which and after due consideration I was instructed that I might, as Commissioner,

receive the information required on the conditions stipulated. Considerable

delay was occasioned, however, by my inability to proceed with the investigation

pending discussion and disposition of the objections so put forward.



Immediately following receipt by me of the authority above mentioned, I

made requisition upon the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, the British American

Oil Company, Limited, the Canadian Oil Companies, Limited—operating refin-

eries in Ontario—and the Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, McCoU Bros.,

Limited, the Sun Oil Company, Limited, and the Cities Service Oil Company,
Limited, which—with the three refineries mentioned—conduct the largest busi-

nesses in the sale and distribution of gasolines and oils in Ontario, that they

furnish me with information relative to their respective affairs (in addition to

that required in the questionnaire), and as follows:

(a) Balance Sheets for each of the years 1919 to 1924 inclusive, and for the half-year to June
30th, 1925; each statement to clearly indicate operating capital distinct and separate from that

otherwise invested.

(b) Operating and Profit and Loss statements for each of the five years 1920 to 1924 inclu-

sive, and for the six months ending June 30th, 1925; such Operating Accounts to distinguish

between operating revenue and income from investments.

(c) Details showing all depreciation allowances charged against revenue.

(d) Dates and amounts of the issue of capital stock and the considerations for which such

issues were made in the period between January 1st, 1914, and June 30th, 1925.

(e) Lists of registered Shareholders as of date June 30th, 1925, and- statements as to share

warrants outstanding.
(f) Statements of sales in Canada for each of the years 1923 and 1924, and the six rnonths

of 1925, classified to show separately in gallonage and dollars the sales of gasolines, lubricating

oils, fuel oil and other products.

(g) Statements of sales in the Province of Ontario for the years 1923 and 1924, and the

six months ending June 30th, 1925, to show separately in gallonage and dollars the volume of

sales of gasolines, lubricating oils, fuel oil and other products.

(h) Statement of crude oils purchased in certain specific periods mentioned, with full par-

ticulars as to dates of purchase, prices at the well as compared with posted prices of the day,

other charges by vendor, delivery charges and cost F.O.B. refinery.

(i) Lists of all service stations operated for the year 1924 and during 1925, showing with

respect to each station the investment in same, sales, costs of products sold, labour, maintenance,

interest depreciation and all other charges, operating profit or loss, and specimen copies of

monthly reports.

(j) Copies of forms covering the sale, rental or loan of curb pumps
Part of such information was readily available but the greater portion of it required to be extracted

from the accounts and records of each of the companies mentioned and, in the case of certain

companies, portions of it had to be obtained from records in London, England, and in the United
States of America.

Certain representatives of the Department of Public Works and Highways
being placed at my disposal they—under my direction—proceeded to the States

of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan, where direct

information was obtained by them relative to the prices at which gasolines and

automobile lubricating oils had been and were being sold to the public at import-

ant points within such States. In addition, such representatives obtained

samples of gasoline sold at certain of such points and later they and other repre-

sentatives appointed by me, obtained samples of gasoline sold to the public at

various important points in the Province of Ontario. Twenty-six of the samples

so obtained were sent forward to Dr. L. F. Goodwin, Queen's University,

Kingston, for analysis.

Completion of the questionnaires presented difficulties to a number of the

distributors to whom they were sent and particularly to those whose records

were not so conducted as to facilitate the giving of the information required.

As a consequence a number of distributors delayed the return of the question-

naires sent to them, while others returned them in an incomplete condition;

still others reported that they had Jcept no books or records, but had conducted

their businesses upon a cash basis, which left them wholly unable to supply

more than a minor part—if any—of the information required. This condition

was—to some extent—to be expected, but ultimately adequate returns were

received from thirty-two distributors and partial information from ten others.



Coming as the returns did from the more important distributors the information

so received was sufficient, in my opinion, to provide an adequate survey of the

conditions sought to be made known by the issue of the questionnaire.

With return of the questionnaires, as above mentioned, and receipt of the

information required to be submitted by refiners and the larger distributors,

such questionnaires and information were analyzed and checked by persons

appointed by me for such purposes, and thereafter the following persons were
examined by me under oath:

Victor Ross, of Toronto, Vice-President of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited.
Frederick J. Wolfe, of Toronto, Sales Manager of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited.
John McNeill, of Toronto, Assistant Sales Manager of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited.
Thomas C. McCobb, of Sarnia, Treasurer of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited.
Leo. C. McCloskey, of Toronto, Assistant General Manager of the Imperial Oil Refineries.

Albert L. Ellsworth, of Toronto, Managing Director of the British American Oil Co., Limited.
John C. Millar, of Toronto, Assistant Treasurer of the British American Oil Company, Limited.
Frank H. Littlefield, of Toronto, General Manager of the Canadian Oil Companies, Limited.
Charles W. Walker, of Toronto, Accountant, of the Canadian Oil Companies, Limited.
Cecil C. Smith, of Montreal, Manager of the Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited.
John W. McColl, of Toronto, Vice-President of McColl Bros., Limited.
Arthur Hughes, of Toronto, Secretary-Treasurer of McColl Bros., Limited.
John W. Forney, of Montreal, Managing Director of the Sun Oil Company, Limited.
W. Gordon Ritchie, of Toronto, District Sales Manager of the Sun Oil Company, Limited.
Thomas J. Spillman, of Toronto, Manager of the Cities Service Oil Company, Limited.
Alexander Hastings, of A. Hastings & Sons, who operate a service station at Woodstock, Ont.
Robert E. Menzies, of the Star Oil Compan\-, Oakville, which operates a service station at

Oakville and distributes wholesale by tank wagon.

James M, Thayer, of J. L. Thayer & Sons, Aylmer, who operate service stations at Aylmer,
London and St. Thomas, and sell wholesale by tank wagon.

Roy W. Wallace, of the Ontario Supply Company, Simcoe, which operates a service station at

Simcoe, and also distributes wholesale by tank wagon and in car load lots.

Samuel Chappie, of the Athletic Garage, Hamilton, which operates a service station.

Albert N. Hollingshead, of the Consumers Supply Company, Toronto, which operates a service

station in Toronto, and also distributes wholesale by tank wagon.

William Dunn and John A. Mcintosh, of the Pennsylvania Oil Company, Toronto, which dis-

tributes wholesale by tank wagon.

Dr. Leo Frank Goodwin, Professor of Chemistry, Queen's University, Kingston.

William H. Brown, of the Department of Public Works and Highways, Toronto.

The evidence and testimony given by officers and representatives of the

Imperial Oil Company, Limited, the British American Oil Company, Limited,

the Canadian Oil Companies, Limited, the Shell Oil Company of Canada,
Limited, McColl Bros., Limited, the Sun Oil Company, Limited, and the Cities

Ser\ice Oil Company, Limited, was largely concerned with and related to state-

ments prepared, and the information provided on behalf of such companies
relative to their capital, profits, volume of business done, costs and origin of

products purchased, contracts relating to the same, service station investments

and accounts covering the operations thereof, and other items of a financial

nature relating to their businesses; accordingly having regard to the authority

given to me to receive the same in a confidential manner the evidence of such

persons and the statements provided by such companies and the analytical and
other detailed statements prepared for me by the accountants assisting me are

not attached to this my report. The accuracy and correctness of such state-

ments was, however, sworn to under oath by the officers representing each

company concerned. Inasmuch as the questionnaires completed and returned

to me by the other distributors contain certain information of a similar and
confidential nature relative to their businesses, I am also retaining such question-

naires in order that the information therein contained shall be dealt with upon
the same basis and in the same manner as that submitted by the refiners and
larger distributors mentioned.



As a result of my investigation so undertaken and conducted, I have the

honour to submit the following report:

Automobile lubricating oils are manufactured in Ontario—by distillation

from crude oils—by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, the British American
Oil Company, Limited, and Canadian Oil Companies, Limited. The Shell Oil

Company of Canada, Limited, McColl Bros., Limited, The Sun Oil Company,
Limited, and the Cities Service Oil Company, Limited, are importers of oils

which are blended in Canada to produce lubricating oils; other wholesale dealers,

jobbers and distributors and a number of retail dealers and service station

owners also import lubricating oils which they either blend or else sell to the

public in the conditions in which they are purchased. Lubricating oils imported

from the United States of America are subject to a duty of 23^c. and an import

tax of five per cent, when their cost is less than 25c. per imperial gallon; oils

costing more than 25c. per imperial gallon are subject on importation to a duty

of 20 per cent, and a five per cent, import tax.

No standard specifications appear to obtain with respect to the manufac-

ture of automobile lubricating oils, but each refiner and blender works to his

own specifications and to the production of oils of a character which he considers

of the best quality or most suitable for his purposes and trade. When produced

such oils are ordinarily graded according to their gravity prin::ipally to obtain

uniformity and the best oils are submitted to various tests including those for

viscosity, flash and fire test, acidity, emulsification, cold tests and for freedom

from carbon.

The wholesale distribution of automobile lubricating oils is effected in

Ontario by sales to service stations, retail dealers and curb pumps by tank

wagon deliveries, in barrel or bulk quantities and also by sale in sealed tins and

packages. Ordinarily list prices are quoted for oils so sold, with increasing

discounts given according to the quantities purchased by a dealer within a

specified period of time.

Refiners, distributors and dealers expressed tihe practically unanimous

opinion that, generally speaking, there are no means by which a retail customer

can protect himself in respect of the quality of an oil sold to him beyond relying

upon the fair dealing and honesty of the retail dealer who sells it—the responsi-

bility and reputation of the wholesale dealer or producer and the satisfaction

or dissatisfaction he may meet with in its use. They stated it was well under-

stood in the trade that oils of inferior quality are not infrequently purchased

and retailed at prices equal to those of the better and best grades and that the

use of brands and sealed packages has been adopted to minimize and overcome

this condition as much as possible.

Returns received in the enquiry showed that the margins obtained on the

sale of automobile lubricating oils varied from five percent, to over 100 per cent,

between original cost and wholesale selling prices and that such wholesale prices

were in turn increased in degrees varying from five per cent, in some instances

to upwards of 100 per cent, in others on retail sales. With this the case, retail

selling prices amounted in some instances to three times the cost paid by the

wholesale dealers who supplied them, but for a large part aggregate spreads

between such costs ran about 100 per cent. With such wide variations it was

difficult, if not impossible, to fix any definite percentages as to the average

spread recovered, but the following typical examples will show the graduations



in price between original costs and retail selling prices per imperial gallon,

namely

:

Example
Cost to Wholesale

Distributor
Wholesale

Selling Price

Retail
Selling Price

No. 1

2

46c.
64
40
60
90
50
40
55
51
33

97c.
90
60
75
95
60
42
58
61
60

$1.30
1.35

3

4

.80
1.25

5 1.50

6 1.00
7

8

.84
1.00

9 1.40
10 1.00

Witnesses examined admitted that profits on the sale of oils were large but they

claimed that considerable portions of the wholesale margins were absorbed by
deliver>^ and handling costs and particularly by advertising expenses in the case

of branded oils—added costs were also met where sealed packages were used.

Statements covering the operation of service stations showed that the

amount of automobile lubricating oils sold retail in Ontario was between three

and four per cent, only of the volume of gasoline sold and this fact was put

forward as a justification for the wide spreads which obtained In the retail selling

prices of oils as compared with those of gasolines. It was contended—and with

some force—that the expenses of handling oils were heavy when compared with

the quantity sold, making it necessary to obtain wide margins in order to earn

a profit.

Comparison of prices paid for automobile lubricating oils in Ontario as

compared with those at several United States points indicated that moderate

discrepancies existed in some instances, but that for the most part little differ-

ence existed after adjustment to cover quantity variations, duties, freight and

other necessary- costs.

Gasolines sold in Ontario are derived from two sources, namely: (a) From
the refining of crude oils produced in or imported into Ontario, (b) By the

importation into Ontario, as refined products, of gasolines, which are sold to

""fhe public either in the same condition as purchased, or else blended with other

gasolines (refined in or imported into Ontario) following which the products so

obtained are sold to the public.

Gasolines are manufactured in Ontario by the Imperial Oil Company,
Limited, with a refinery in Sarnia; the British American Oil Company, Limited,

with a refinery in Toronto; and Canadian Oil Companies, Limited, with a refin-

ery near Sarnia. McColl Bros., Limited, had a refinery under construction in

Toronto, but it was not in operation in the periods under review. The Imperial

Oil Company, Limited, imports a limited amount of light gasolines for refinery

purposes, while the British American Oil Company, Limited, and Canadian

Oil Companies, Limited, import gasolines—in a refined state—from the United

States of America, and in important quantities. Gasolines sold in Ontario by
the Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, McColl Bros., Limited, the Sun
Oil Company, Limited, the Cities Service Oil Company, Limited, and the

Ontario Supply Company of Simcoe, are imported into Ontario by such com-
panies—as are also gasolines distributed and sold by a number of jobbers and

retail dealers who have railway trackage and capacity facilities. L'^pon occasions



gasolines manufactured to defined specifications are sold by Ontario refiners to

other of such refiners and wholesale dealers.

Under the Canadian Customs Tariff crude oil is admitted into Canada free

of duty. Gasolines under . 725 specific gravity at 60 degrees temperature

(known commercially as "64-66" or high test gasolines) are admitted free of

duty but are subject to an import tax of five per cent. Gasolines .725 specific

gravity and heavier, but not heavier than . 750 specific gravity at 60 degrees

temperature (commonly called "58-60" gasolines), are subject to a duty of one

cent per imperial gallon and five per cent, import tax.

Crude oils produced in Canada are sufficient, according to evidence adduced,

to supply not more than three per cent to four per cent, of Canadian require-

ments—accordingly the people of Ontario are dependent upon foreign countries

and particularly the United States of America for their supply. The Mid-
Continent fields situate in the.States of Oklahama, Kansas, Arkansas and Texas,

are the largest producing fields nearest to Ontario, and prices ruling there govern,

under normal conditions, the costs necessary to be paid in Ontario for products

derived from the refining of crude oils.

Evidence indicates that while contracts haye upon occasions been entered

into by refiners in Ontario for the purchase in the United States of America of

crude oil at fixed prices over limited periods of time, crude oils are, as a general

rule and almost entirely, purchased by such refiners at the posted prices ruling

from day to day in the Mid-Continent fields or other fields of production. Crude
oils imported from countries other than the United States of America are not

refined in Ontario to any material extent, but where imported into Canada
the prices paid for such oils would also appear to have been adjusted to accord

with the United States prices. These conditions and other evidence produced

before me indicate that the prices paid by Ontario refiners for crude oil have not

been enhanced or increased over ruling market prices in favour of any allied or

associate corporations.

In the distillation of crude oils the lighter oils, being the naphtha and

benzine distillates, are first drawn off—then kerosene distillates, gas oils, lubri-

cating oils and other products in succession. Naphtha and benzine distillates

are the lightest in gravity and, generally speaking, those remaining are succes-

sively heavier as distillation proceeds and each in turn is withdrawn. With the

use of hydrometer tests it is possible under such conditions to make cut-offs so

as to obtain distillates of any relative gravity required, and with such the case

a refiner may either

—

(a) Obtain naphtha distillates of such gravity that after refining and

treatment they produce gasolines of high grade, without the necessity of intro-

duction into them of any foreign element, or

(b) Obtain naphtha and benzine distillates of so heavy an average gravity

that light naphthas—or absorption or casinghead gasolines—must, with refining

and treatment, be added to permit of their commercial sale and use, or

(c) After the withdrawal of the naphtha, as in (a) above mentioned, still

further withdraw—from the oils remaining—heavier naphthas with, if desired,

a greater or lesser measure of kerosene distillates; when so withdrawn such

distillates will be of so heavy a gravity that absorption or casinghead gasolines

must be added to them to providie volatility and permit of their sale and com-
mercial use as gasolines.

Additional recoveries of light naphthas or gasolines are obtained by the

cracking under heat and pressure of kerosene distillates and gas oils obtained

in the distillation of crude oils, as above mentioned, and such gasolines are used



exclusively for blending purposes. "Absorption" and "casinghead" gasolines

are obtained by the compression of and absorption from natural gas and being
of a very volatile nature they are not marketed to any degree in their original

state, but are employed for blending with refinery straight run gasolines or
heavy naphthas, when they assist to improve volatility and provide a quick
starting point.

In their manufacture gasolines are divided into two classes, namely: refinery

straight run gasolines and blended gasolines. Refinery straight run gasolines

are those obtained from the refining and treatment of naphtha and benzine
distillates, free—or assumed to be free—from the introduction into such gaso-

lines of any foreign or outside elements. Evidence indicates that light gasolines

obtained from the cracking of kerosene distillates and gas oils are frequently

contained in refinery straight run gasolines in order that their production may
be permitted at a cost to meet competition—also that absorption and casinghead
gasolines are sometimes used to improve their gravity and quick starting qual-

ities. Blended gasolines may be obtained by the admixture, in a refined state,

of high test gasolines with those of heavier gravity, but they are most frequently

composed of heavy naphthas and absorption gasolines. Ordinarily the blending
of gasolines is effected by refinery processes when what are known as refinery

blended gasolines are obtained—blending is sometimes effected, however, by
the mere admixture, without further treatment, of heavy naphthas or kerosene
distillates with absorption gasolines, when the commercial gasolines so obtained
are known as raw blends; according to testimony given, gasolines of the poorest

class are usually of this character. Analyses made show that in certain isolated

instances benzol—a coal tar product—is contained in gasolines sold in Ontario;

according to evidence of Dr. L. F. Goodwin, of Queen's University, Kingston,
such benzol constitutes an anti-knock element and when limited to 8 and
10 per cent, in quantity is not detrimental—his opinion, as expressed, however,
was that if used in largely increased quantities danger of solidification in extremely
cold weather existed.

According to testimony given the motive or impulse values of gasolines are
largely provided by the heavier naphthas contained in them, but to give a

maximum of service a gasoline requires to be of such composition and balance
as will with its use give a quick initial starting point, high value in power, a
level impulse throughout the whole period of use and ultimately freedom from
carbon and precipitation with such use. Distillation tests are ordinarily

employed to determine the character and quality of gasolines, in that such
tests indicate the starting point, regularity or irregularity of impulse throughout
the whole period of consumption, and the degree to which unsaturated hydro
carbons are contained. Other tests, such as the "Doctor" test to detect the

amount of sulphur compounds, colour test, odour test and acidity test are also

employed to greater or lesser extents to determine freedom from impurities.

Premium priced gasolines command, when sold at retail, from two to three

cents more per imperial gallon than do other commercial gasolines, and under
distillation tests the first drop over of such gasolines ordinarily occurs at between
100 and 110 degrees Fahrenheit, 40 to 55 per cent, becomes distilled at a tem-
perature of 221 degrees and complete distillation—or the "end" point—occurs
at about 375 degrees, while a recovery of from 97 to 98 per cent, is obtained.
Gasolines which are not premium priced include both refinery straight run
gasolines—ordinarily between 58-60 gravity—and also blended gasolines which
range up to "64-66" in gravity. If imported from the United States of America,
to conform to the United States Government Motor Gasoline standard, the



first drop over in distillation of such "58-60" gasolines must occur at not more
than 131 degrees Fahrenheit, 20 per cent, over at 221 degrees, 50 per cent, over

at 284 degrees, with an end point of not more than 437 degrees Fahrenheit and
a recovery of not less than 95 per cent. Schedule B attached hereto is a state-

ment of analyses made of 22 samples of gasolines collected in Ontario during

July and August, 1925, and it shows that, with isolated exceptions (being

imported products) such gasolines then sold in Ontario were well within such

specifications and of better grade than required under them in that the starting

and end points are below those specified.

Extended enquiry was made to determine which class or classes of gasolines

give the best return to consumers in Ontario. As a result it became clearly

apparent that wide differences of opinion exist between refiners, distributors and
dealers as to what particular compositions in commercial gasolines give the

greatest return, having regard to price, motive values and under varying condi-

tions as to weather and temperature. Distributors of premium priced gasolines

claim a quicker starting point, a more level power impulse and freedom from
carbon and precipitation with their use, while those dealing in lower priced

gasolines contended that full relative economy, a maximum of power and satis-

factory starting facilities were provided with their use. Certain distributors

dealing in both gasolines favoured one class under certain conditions and the

other class under other conditions, and evidence was that in certain European
countries premium priced gasolines were held in public favour, but that on this

continent sales of such gasolines were largely exceeded by those of lower price.

In view of such testimony and the differences of opinion which exist I feel I

cannot report otherwise than that the matter is one of controversy.

The starting points of gasolines are, speaking from a layman's standpoint,

largely determined by their volatility and gravity, and where in warm weather,

with a hot engine, it is readily possible to obtain a satisfactory response with

the use of a gasoline of low gravity, the ignition of such gasoline will not be
so prompt or keen in extremely cold weather. To meet this condition it is the

practice of manufacturers and blenders to improve the volatility and gravity

of their gasolines (other than premium priced) when sold for winter use in

Ontario, by the admixture of light naphthas or absorption gasolines. Gasolines

sold in winter are, therefore, lighter in gravity—as a general rule—than are the

same gasolines when sold for summer use. The contention put forward by
Canadian distributors that gasolines sold to the Canadian public are, as a whole,

of superior grade to those sold in the United States of America is also partly,

if not largely, explained by the fact—according to evidence given—that low
grade gasolines containing kerosene distillates and light naphthas can be used

with a greater or lesser degree of satisfaction in certain parts of the United States

of America—particularly the Southern States—while with the more rigorous

climatic conditions which obtain in Ontario, such gasolines would not be prac-

ticable of use there, except possibly for limited periods in each year.

Evidence given before me served to show that many retail dealers and
consumers in Ontario are of opinion that the quality of a gasoline can be definitely

determined by its quick starting qualities and gravity and that these two tests

are adequate to clearly indicate the character of any gasoline they may buy.

Expert testimony contended that. such tests, while indications, were unreliable

and not dependable in that it is easily possible to produce a gasoline of poor
quality which will fulfil such requirements and still be inefficient in use. It

was stated that among the poorer classes of gasolines which are saleable com-
mercially, are those manufactured by the admixture of heavy naphthas or



kerosene distillates with a proportionately large amount of absorption gasolines

added to them. When it contains a sufficient proportion of absorption gasolines

the gravity of such a blended gasoline may be made "64-66" or high test, and
the absorption gasolines contained in it will give a quick starting point. With
use such gasoline is not at all certain to give satisfactory service but—particularly

if raw blended—the more volatile elements are apt to be first consumed—with-

out the return of proportionate power—leaving the heavier ends to be consumed
later when carbon deposits and precipitation are likely to occur; thus, while it

would fulfil the tests mentioned, such gasoline would not be a good but a poor
gasoline and one which would be likely to give inadequate service.

Until within comparatively recent years the distribution of gasolines was
largely effected by the use of steel drums and barrels, to be followed next by the

supply through tank wagons to hardware and grocery stores which—free from
competition by manufacturers and wholesale distributors—made their own
prices and obtained such margins on retail sale as they were able to. Automobile
owners finding that they could buy direct from manufacturers then commenced
to instal tanks in their garages whereafter large quantities of gasolines were
distributed by tank wagon and direct sale to such owners in 50 and 100 gallon

quantities, a limited amount continuing to be sold in this manner even to-day.

Thereafter the curb pump, as presently employed, came into use and the idea

of service stations was developed, with the result that the marketing of gasolines

in Ontario is now effected—and practically exclusively—through the following

avenues of distribution:

(a) By sale in tank car quantities to distributors, retailers and wholesale

consumers,

(b) By distribution, with the use of tank wagons, to service stations, curb

pumps and wholesale consumers, and

(c) By retail sale through curb pumps and service stations to the public.

In order to be able to handle gasolines in tank car quantities a dealer must
control both railway trackage and tank capacity facilities and with this the case

tank car business is largely limited in extent when compared with the aggregate

volume of business done in gasolines in Ontario. Sales of gasolines in tank car

quantities are made between Ontario refiners and wholesale distributors, and
by them also to such local jobbers, service stations and curb pumps as possess

the facilities mentioned. On sales between refiners and wholesale dealers in

Ontario in tank car quantities a spread of as high as six cents per imperial gallon

below ruling tank wagon prices is ordinarily allowed, while local tank wagon
distributors are generally given a margin of between four and five cents. No
fixed rule appears to be observed in respect of prices to service stations and curb
pumps buying from Ontario distributors in tank car quantities but certain

wholesale dealers appear to charge a varying rate per gallon—according to the
market—over laid down cost, while others base their price at so many cents

per gallon below tank wagon prices. Importations of gasolines from the United
States of America—which are delivered in tank car quantities—are largely

effected by manufacturers and wholesale dealers and by those who act in the

capacity of brokers for American producers, or on their own behalf, in either

of which latter events, if resold in tank car quantities, a commission over import
cost is ordinarily charged. When imported by manufacturers and wholesale
dealers such gasolines are for the most part distributed by tank wagon to retail

dealers and service stations, when the wholesale dealer obtains the benefit

between import costs and tank wagon rates. If imported direct by service



stations and curb pumps controlling facilities, the margins between import costs

and retail prices are retained by the service station or curb pump operators.

The wholesale distribution of gasolines in Ontario is largely accomplished

with the use of tank wagons and by reason of the facilities which they provide

the proportionate quantity of gasolines distributed with their use exceeds that

of all other wholesale avenues combined. The efforts of refiners and dis-

tributors are accordingly largely directed towards such business and their

principal selling and marketing costs are incurred in connection with it.

The retail sale of gasolines to the public in Ontario is effected almost exclu-

sively through service stations and curb pumps, and retail prices ordinarily bear

a fairly fixed relation to tank wagon prices—tank car prices, for a large part,

have also a relation to tank wagon prices. With this the case it can fairly be

said that the prices at which gasolines are sold in Ontario are regulated by

tank wagon prices.
^

Competition for business between wholesale distributors and a desire on

the part of each to maintain or extend its volume of business has led to the con-

struction and operation of a large number of service stations by refiners and the

more important wholesale dealers, and by reason of the increasing public favour

which service stations command the policy of embarking upon such construction

and operation on a more extended scale also appears to have been adopted or

to be in contemplation by certain of them. Where service stations are owned

or operated by manufacturers and wholesale distributors it is the almost general

rule to charge them full tank wagon prices for all gasolines supplied to them

and such gasolines are then—as another general rule—sold to the public at three

and a half cents per imperial gallon over tank wagon rates. Curb pump oper-

ators and retail dealers competing with such stations must of necessity meet

such rates if they are to continue in business, and with this the case the rates

charged by such service stations have a definite influence in regulating the retail

prices of gasolines.

Service stations are also owned and operated by many private investors,

and stations so owned are able, when they possess railway trackage and capacity

facilities, to purchase their supplies in tank car quantities or to import the same,

if they shall so require. Should they purchase from Ontario distributors in

tank car quantities they obtain an advantage over those who have to buy at

tank wagon rates, but when they import gasolines direct or through brokers

they retain the margin—greater or lesser as it may be—between import costs

and the prices at which they retail them. When such service stations do not

possess railway trackage and capacity facilities they are compelled to buy in

tank wagon quantities at the regular tank wagon prices or possibly such slightly

better rates as they may be able to obtain if they command a substantial volume

of business; in these events their margins are confined between the competitive

prices at which they must sell retail and the tank wagon rates they pay.

When curb pump operators possess trackage and capacity facilities they are

in a position—just as are service station owners—to buy gasolines in tank car

quantities and to import the same, if they shall so require, from the United

States of America upon favourable price movements or during distress markets.

When they import they retain the margin between such import costs and retail

selling prices and when they buy in tank car quantities they ordinarily buy at

reductions below tank wagon rates. Otherwise and without such facilities their

only medium of supply is by tank wagon delivery when, as a general rule, they

pay the same prices as are charged to service stations owned or operated by
wholesale distributors. When service stations compete with them they must



meet their prices and this means that as a general rule a margin of three and a

half cents per imperial gallon is obtained by retailers on gasolines sold through

curb pumps in Ontario.

Efforts on the part of wholesale distributors to protect or expand their

businesses have given rise to a practice which now serves to give them a measure

of control over the operation of a large number of curb pumps in use in Ontario.

Under such practice a wholesale distributor purchases a curb pump and then

sells it to a retailer or garage operator on extended terms of credit—usually

three to five years—or else leases it to him under the terms of a rental agreement.

In either event the purchaser is required to restrict sales made through such pump
to gasolines which are supplied by the v/holesale dealer. In certain instances such

restrictions run for a definite period of years but in others they obtain for so

long only as the pump shall remain not fully paid for or the rental agreement

continue in force. In the agreements which came before me no provisions were

contained which sought in any way to control the prices at which gasolines werei^

to be sold retail through such pumps and it was emphatically contended that

such agreements were not originated or entered into for any such purpose. It

is my opinion, after hearing the evidence given, that the practice did originate

in efforts made by wholesale distributors to protect and enlarge their businesses;

nevertheless it is apparent that with a retail dealer restricted to one source in

the purchase of his gasolines and the prices to be paid for the same either left

open or to be determined by the distributor, he does not remain a completely

free agent but is largely under the control of the wholesale dealer notwith-

standing the right which he may possess to complete payment for the pump
and possibly free himself from the covenants mentioned. In this view I am of

the opinion that the agreements do possess an influence upon retail prices in that

they prevent a curb pump operator—who has entered into one—from buying

from other sources if more favourable terms be offered, and in particular they

prevent him from taking advantage of distress markets—fair or unfair as such

competition may be. Otherwise I believe their effects are to a very large extent

paralleled by the conditions hereinafter set forth, s/

The volume of business done through a curb pump varies according to its

situation and locality, and the evidence of certain wholesale distributors is th^t

it does not exceed 40 to 50 gallons per pump per day on the average throughout

Ontario and 60 to 75 gallons per day—as an average—in larger centres like

Toronto. With retail prices fixed by service stations, when pumps compete

with them, and their costs by tank wagon rates (when they are unable to import

direct) the ordinary margin of 33^ cents per imperial gallon thus allowed gives

an average gross earning to curb pumps in Ontario of $1.75 per day and in

centres like Toronto of $2.62 per day from sales of gasolines. Pumps located

on lines of dense traffic and at important points have of course—and in many
instances—a much greater turnover, but according to evidence they are the

exception and not the general rule. Average returns—as above stated—with

profits from sales of oils and other accessories—do not under such conditions

provide more than wages to those who operate pumps for their livelihood and

they leave little or no incentive to reduce prices to those who operate them as

adjuncts to other businesses even though costs of operation be disregarded or

not seriously considered. Examination of the accounts of over one hundred

service stations operated in Ontario further indicates that but a very limited

number of them are able to pay a reasonable rental and show a profit on a

margin under 4 cents per gallon on gasoline sold (plus profits on oils and other

accessories) while with many of them costs range between 5 and 6 cents per gallon



and in some instances still higher where inadequate turnover compared to invest-

ment and operating costs is obtained.

The above conditions mean that profits obtained or losses sustained from

fluctuations in the wholesale prices of gasolines are absorbed by manufacturers,

wholesale dealers and importers without participation therein by service stations,

curb pump operators or retail dealers who buy their supplies at tank wagon
prices. They also leave little room for competition in the retail sale of gasolines

on the part of service stations and curb pumps privately owned, which buy
their supplies at tank wagon prices, but they place manufacturers, wholesale

dealers and importers in a position where, if they follow any common policy,

they are able (assisted by their operation of service stations and the extent to

which they control pumps) to very largely determine retail prices. Departure

from such common policy by any important manufacturer or importer would,

however, very largely limit, if not entirely terminate, their ability to do so.

Evidence of the most positive character was given by officers of the Imperial

Oil Company, Limited, the British American Oil Company, Limited, Canadian

Oil Companies, Limited, McColl Bros., Limited, Shell Company of Canada,

Limited, Sun Oil Company, Limited, and the Cities Service Corporation, Limited,

that no association existed and no agreement or understanding had been entered

into which had for their purpose the regulation or control of prices at which

gasolines were sold in Ontario, and testimony was given by the officers of each

of such companies that it had no proprietary interest, direct or indirect, in any

of the others or any influence in their administration or the conduct of their

affairs. Lists of stockholders (when registered) were produced in support of

such testimony and further evidence was given in respect of shares held under

share warrants—which are not registered—to the efifect that no control or

influence was effected through them and so far as knowledge went no common
ownership existed. On the other hand, it was frankly stated by officers of the

other companies that, inasmuch as the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, holds

a predominant position in the trade in Canada, it has been and is their custom

to follow prices set by it from time to time.r Such course was upheld by them
on the ground that it is a common trade practice for the largest producer in any
hne of business to set prices and other dealers to follow them. They also con-

tended that they needed, and were glad to accept, any profits which arose from

increases in price made^ffective by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, while

they were compelled, they said, to meet reductions if they were to retain their

business. Information as to increases and reductions in prices of the Imperial

Oil Company, Limited, was largely obtained by the other dealers by keeping

in touch with rates charged at its service stations, but in certain instances such

knowledge was procured from quotations given by the Imperial Oil Company,
Limited, with respect to the prices at which it was prepared to supply gasolines

of specific character and quality in wholesale quantities.

In the early part of the year 1924 a heavy overproduction of crude oils took

place in the United States of America—with a consequent relative overproduc-

tion of gasolines. With lack of a ready demand for such increased quantities of

gasolines, many operators became pressed financially, with the result that large

quantities of such gasolines had to be realized upon under forced conditions

and they were thrown upon the market and sold at greatly reduced price.

Ontario importers and a number of jobbers and retail dealers, with railway

trackage and capacity facilities, took advantage of these conditions and heavy
importations of such gasolines were effected principally between January and
September, 1924; gasolines so imported were then sold in Ontario at varying



margins over the reduced prices paid for them. Ontario refiners, with stocks

of crude oils on hand and purchase contracts to be completed, were unable, as

they testified, to manufacture gasolines at costs which permitted them to meet
competition of such a character except at the expense of serious losses; accord-

ingly they adopted the policy of marketing their gasolines wherever possible

at prices which they deemed to be commensurate with the costs of such crude

oils. As a result of such efforts on their part variations took place in the retail

prices at which gasolines were sold in some localities in Ontario when compared
with the rates charged in others. In some districts and particularly at points

in lower western Ontario gasolines were sold at low or moderate margins over

import distress prices and in a number of instances where Ontario refiners met
such prices in protection of their businesses, they claim to have sustained losses;

in other localities, however, importers charged and obtained prices equal to

those set for gasolines of Ontario manufacture and by so doing assisted to main-

tain prices there at such levels while some of them received substantial advan-

tages.

It was contended by certain of the refiners and wholesale dealers mentioned

that a number of the gasolines sold at low prices in western Ontario were of

inferior character and they claimed that such gasolines had been produced by

American manufacturers for sale purely on a price basis, without regard to

quality, and largely in an effort to reduce their existing stocks and relieve

financial necessities. Such contention was seriously maintained by several

dealers, but the evidence they offered was of a general nature only and no specific

instances were quoted in support of it; on the other hand, no testimony was

offered in contradiction to it. With the lapse of time it was impossible for me
to obtain samples of the gasolines sold in such prior periods—for analysis—so

to assist to verify or refute the contention.

Attached hereto as Schedule "C" is a statement of retail prices charged per

Imperial gallon for gasolines sold at various points in Ontario and at the times^/

therein mentioned in 1924. Eliminating differentials attributable to increased

costs of transportation, the widest variations which occurred in such prices are

typified by the following comparisons:

Retail Selling Prices per Imperial Gallon at

Date 1

Toronto
2

Hamilton
3

Woodstock
4

Simcoe

Maximum differ-

ential between
1 and 3 or 4

January, 1924
March, "

May, "

July, "
September, "

November, "

December, "

27c.

31
31
31
30
24
24

25Mc.
271^
28^
27M
27
22
22

. .c.

25
25
20
20
25

25c.

25
25
25
25
20
20

2c.

6

6

6
10
4
4

Enquiry was directed to ascertain the reasons for these variations in price.



Returns made showed that laid down costs, selhng prices and gross margins

on gasohnes imported at Woodstock and Simcoe on the dates mentioned were

as follows:

At Woodstock:
Cost Price

Laid Down

Per Imperial Gallon

Retail Selling

Price

Gross
Margin

April,

May,
June,
July,
September,
October,
November,
December,

At Simcoe:

January,
March,
May,
July,
September,
November,
December,

1924.

1924.

18c.

20.02
20.02
18.17 (average)
16.87 "

15

15

17

18.34
21.05
19.82
18.83
15.41
15.62
17.20

25c.

25
25
25
20
20
20
25

25
25
25
25
25
20
20

7c.

4.8
4.8

6.6
3.95
5 18
6 17

9.59
4.38
2.80

The excess of retail prices charged at Toronto above the costs of imported

gasolines as laid down in Simcoe and Woodstock were therefore

—

Woodstock:
Excess of

Toronto Price

as above

Margin in

Woodstock Price

as above
Total

January, 1924
March, "

May,
July,
September, "

November, "

December, "

6c.

6
10
4

(-1)

4.8c.
6.83
3.13
5

10.8c.
12.83
13.13
9
7

Simcoe :

January,
March,
May,
July,
September,
November,
December,

1924.

Excess of

Toronto Price

2c.

6
6
6
5

4
4

Margin in

Simcoe Price

6.6c.
3.95
5.18
6.17
9.59
4.38
2.80

Total

8.6c.

9.95
11.18
12.17
14.59
8.38
6.80

(Sold in Toronto, these margins would have been reduced by about one-quarter cent per

gallon to cover added costs of transportation.)

Testimony given showed that gasolines were handled at both Woodstock and

Simcoe—by the dealers there who were examined—as adjuncts to other busi-

nesses and that such other businesses were charged with expenses which ordin-



arily must have been recovered from gasoline sales. Operating on such a
footing, costs of handling and sale of gasolines were looked upon by the dealers

mentioned as about one-half cent per gallon in one instance and two and
one-half cents per gallon in the other, when they were almost entirely composed
of an arbitrary allowance made to cover wages of the proprietor.

The statements above set out indicate the margins obtained by the dealers

at Simcoe and Woodstock mentioned between import costs to them of gasolines

bought in tank car quantities and the retail rates at which they sold the same;

also the expenses of conducting their businesses, as they considered them. As
opposed to this the costs met with by refiners and wholesale dealers in admin-
istration of their businesses and in respect of the delivery of gasolines in tank

wagon quantities and the retail sale of gasolines in Toronto—and other points

in Ontario—were as follows:

Examination of the accounts of service stations operating in Toronto shows»

as before stated, that but in few instances are they able to operate and pay
rental on a margin of between three and one-half cents and four cents per gallon,

while in the majority of cases expenses run between five cents and six cents per

gallon, with even higher costs if the volume of business done is not commen-
surate with the capital investment. Costs of tank wagon deliveries there were

sworn to at various rates from one cent to one and one-half cents per gallon,

while general costs of administration, including advertising, and such tank

wagon costs, were proven at between three and one-half cents and six and three-

quarter cents per gallon on the total wholesale turnover of gasolines and oils in

Canada. Calculation of a rate per gallon on a combined turnover of gasolines

and oils is unsatisfactory, in that the money profits obtained on the sale of a

gallon of oil ordinarily exceed by many times the profits recovered from the sale

of a gallon of gasoline. On the other hand sales of gasolines are between twenty

and thirty times as great as those of oils. As it was impossible to definitely

segregate the costs of dealing with gasolines from those of dealing with oils an

arbitrary method had to be employed to determine the costs per gallon of dealing

in gasolines as compared with oils. After considering the quantities, profits

and other conditions prevailing, I came to the opinion that a reduction of one-half

cent per gallon from aggregate costs was a liberal basis to adopt to determine

approximate expenses in respect of sales of gasolines. With such deduction and
the fact that no one of the refiners or wholesale dealers has operated at a mini-

mum cost in all departments, the lowest combined wholesale and retail expenses

shown in 1924 were six and one-half cents per gallon of gasoline, while with

other dealers and refiners they ranged as high as from eight and one-half cents

to, in one instance, ten and one-half cents per gallon in the period mentioned

The above computations show that had retail sales of gasolines in Toronto
been entirely restricted during 1924 to gasolines imported and purchased at

distress and reduced prices, the wholesale dealers and importers mentioned
could not have sold at Woodstock and Simcoe prices without (except upon one

or two occasions and in the case of certain dealers only) sustaining losses at

varying rates per gallon, which would in the most extreme case have amounted
to seven and one-half cents—plus the increased costs, if any, paid for gasolines

of improved grade where the same were marketed. With Toronto prices two,

four, six and ten cents per gallon more than Woodstock and Simcoe rates, how-
ever, some dealers made very substantial profits on gasolines imported and sold

by them in Toronto within the period ; others with higher costs paid -for gasolines

and increased ratios of expense obtained moderate returns only, while still others^



with relatively high costs of doing business, obtained either little net profits or

else sustained losses.

Question as to whether the rates of profit obtained on gasolines manufac-

tured in Ontario and sold within the period mentioned—in 1924—were reasonable

or unreasonable, was possible of being determined only by consideration and
examination of the operating and profit and loss accounts of the refiners con-

cerned and in dealing with such statements profits earned from the manufacture

and sale of automobile lubricating oils and gasolines could not be separated

from those recovered from other products derived from the refining of crude

oils except upon certain arbitrary footings, each one of which was open to greater

or lesser objection. The best evidence available to determine whether the

prices charged for such gasolines and oils were reasonable or unreasonable were

the profits earned by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, whose business was
most largely restricted to products of Canadian manufacture. Accounts covering

the same were submitted and they showed that such profits were not excessive

or unreasonable, but thiey were of lesser relative amount than were the profits

obtained by certain other dealers whose businesses had wholly or to a large extent

been comprised of gasolines imported during the period. This fact and other

facts relating to the business of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, indicate

that, in operating their refineries in 1924, Ontario manufacturers obtained a

lower ratio of profit from gasolines so produced than they could have recovered,

had they restricted their sales to gasoline purchased at distress prices in the

United States of America.

The retail prices at which imported gasolines were sold in Toronto having

—if the figures before mentioned be accepted—provided approximate gross

margins of between six and three-quarter cents and eleven and one-half cents per

gallon during certain months of 1924, question arose as to why independent and

small dealers did not import direct and then intervene and cut prices in Toronto
in the same manner as happened at Woodstock and Simcoe and other points in

lower Western Ontario. Wholesale dealers, service station operators and retail

dealers conducting businesses in Toronto, were, therefore, examined to obtain

an answer to such question and their testimony was as follows:

Importers, who were examined, stated quite frankly that they had followed

the prices set by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, in respect of gasolines

manufactured by that Company in Canada. They admitted that such prices .

had produced substantial margins of gross profits at different times in 1924 and I i

claimed that they were fully justified in accepting such profits, having regard '

to the fact that the gasoline business runs in cycles, requiring substantial earn-

ings in one period to offset reduced earnings or losses in others, if a fair average

rate of profit is to be obtained over each period of years. They maintained

that there was no just reason from their standpoint and under such conditions

why they should have cut prices in Toronto to meet rates quoted at other points

in Ontario where dealers were able either to operate at a lower burden of expense

or else—considering themselves practically free of expense—handled gasolines

as adjuncts to other business and at a nominal cost. Several of such wholesale

dealers also presented statements which showed that their ratio of expense was
such that they must have operated at serious loss had they attempted to meet
such rates. Those examined claimed that competition in Toronto was in no
way limited, but that such market was open to access by any importer, jobber

or retailer who might choose to make the necessary investment and obtain

facilities for the conduct of business. These conditions, they said, were in force

in 1924 and they knew of no reasons why they had not been availed of, unless



it was that persons having knowledge of the business understood its profitable

'and unprofitable cycles and had, therefore, hesitated to make the comparatively

heavy investment necessary to enter upon operations there. As a further

possible reason for lack of competition in Toronto similar to that met with in

Woodstock and Simcoe, they pointed out—(and in accord with statements

which they submitted)—that construction and operation of a service station in

Toronto demanded the investment of as high as S50,000, dependent upon loca-

tion and size of the station operated, and they gave it as their opinion that this

fact and the moderate rate of profits obtained over periods of years had con-

stituted a deterrent to those persons who might otherwise have been moved to

enter upon the business and cut prices, relying upon existing conditions in 1924

and future possible abnormal markets for their support and profit. ...^^'

Jobbers with smaller ranges of business and operating in and around Toronto

were also examined and they claimed that the expenses attendant upon their

business had been such that they had been only too glad to follow the prices

set and accept the margins given ; they contended that even with such margins

it had been difficult for them to operate and they complained that the volumes

of business which they were able to do, and their markets, were largely restricted

by the character of the agreements entered into by many curb pump owners in

Toronto with the larger dealers. Statements and evidence submitted by such

witnesses showed that in several instances their businesses had not produced

adequate profits, but that many of them had sustained losses over the periods

of their operations.

Distributors who conducted tank wagon and retail businesses in and around

Toronto also testified and certain of them stated that they had endeavoured to

increase their trade by selling at reduced wholesale and retail prices within

Toronto and, in 1924—their evidence was that they had met with little or no

success by so doing and they voiced it as their opinion that this was largely due

to the fact that the public of Toronto is suspicious of gasolines sold at reduced

prices when oftered by any other than well-known dealers and that it will not

readily purchase the same.

As opposed to this latter evidence, testimony was given by the owner of

an important service station located in one of the larger centres outside of Toronto

that he had examined conditions in Toronto and was satisfied that if a proper

location could be obtained with railway trackage available he could establish

and conduct a retail business and earn substantial returns by selling at reduced

price. He stated, however, that the time had not been propitious during 1925

for so doing, for the reason that prices charged for gasolines of Ontario manu-
facture were so reduced—when compared with import costs of American gasolines

—that little or no margin was left to importers out of which to meet the costs

of doing business.

After carefully considering the above evidence and other relative facts

testified to I am of the opinion that the retail price levels which obtained in

Toronto and certain other points of Ontario during parts of 1924, and the lack

of competition there similar to that which prevailed in Woodstock and Simcoe

were attributable to the following causes:

(a) The inability on the part of wholesale dealers, with their higher burdens

of expense, to sell at Woodstock and Simcoe prices without sustaining losses

varying in extent according to costs met with in doing business.

(b) The adoption of a common policy on the part of importers, wholesale

dealers and distributors to follow prices set by the Imperial Oil Company,
Limited, for gasolines manufactured by that Company in Canada.



(c) The inability of retail dealers and independent curb pump operators

taking their supply from tank wagon deliveries in Toronto to reduce prices,

having regard to the reduced margin of profits obtained by them.

(d) The measure of control exercised by refiners, wholesale dealers and

importers over retail distribution in Toronto through the medium of service

stations owned or operated by them and curb pumps under sale or rental agree-

ments with them.

(e) The apparent unwillingness of investors in 1924, from whatever cause

it may have arisen—either by reason of the amount of capital investment required

or the average profit return promised over a period of years—to invest in service

stations in Toronto and other points in Ontario and to sell gasolines through

their medium at reduced prices.

Retail prices paid in Hamilton in the same period were lower than those

paid in Toronto by from one and one-half to three cents per gallon and beyond

a slight variation in transportation costs this condition was attributable, accord-

ing to evidence given, to the fact that distributors there did not follow Imperial

Oil Company, Limited, prices—as a policy common to all—but certain of them

dealing in imported gasolines reduced their retail prices and others dealers

followed suit. Reductions in wholesale prices were allowed by refiners and

importers to their customers to permit them to meet such competition, and—in

general—this policy was largely followed at other points in Ontario where com-

petition of a similar character was met.

As of date July 1st, 1924, tank wagon prices of gasolines sold at Toronto

and other points in Ontario were 273^ cents per imperial gallon, such prices

having been set by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, and followed by other

refiners and wholesale distributors. Laid down costs of gasolines imported

from the United States of America amounted at the time to between 173^ and

183^ cents per imperial gallon and importers were, therefore, left with a gross

margin of between nine and ten cents per gallon to cover their costs of doing

business and their profits. In September, 1924, tank wagon prices dropped to

263^ cents per gallon, but import prices also dropped to about the same extent

so that the margin left did not vary to any important degree. By November
1st, 1924, however, the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, had dropped its tank

wagon price to 203^ cents per imperial gallon when, with import costs remaining

between 16 and 18 cents, the margin left to importers became reduced to between

two and one-half and four and one-half cents per gallon. Tank wagon prices

set by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, and the approximate laid down
costs of imported gasolines, with the margins left available for importers were

from July 1st, 1924, forward as follows:

Date
1

Tank Wagon
Price

2

Laid Down Costs of

Imported Gasolines

3

Gross Margin obtained
between 1 and 2

July 1st, 1924
September, "

27.5c.
26.5
20.5
20.5
22.5
24.5
23.5
27.5
27.5
27.5

17.5 to 18.5c.
16.75 to 17.5

16 to 18

17 to 17.5
16.5 to 17.25

21 to 22.5
20 to 20,5

21.5 to 23
23.5 to 25.5
23.5 to 25.5

9 to 10c.

9 to 9.75
November, " 2.5 to 4.5
December, " 3 to 3.5

January, 1925
March, "

5.25 to 6

2 to 3.5

May, " 3 to 3.5

June 1st, " 4.5 to 6

June 30th, " 2 to 4

July 15th, " 2 to 4



Officers of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, stated that such reduction
in tank wagon prices had been put into effect after careful consideration of

conditions by its Board of Directors, which had come to the conclusion that

many plants had been established in 1924 which could not continue to operate

in a normal market and that a weakening of prices would take place in conse-

quence. The Board thereupon, according to the testimony of such officers,

authorized reductions in tank wagon prices and such reductions were, they said,

maintained in November and December, 1924, in the belief that should they
be increased, a comparatively short period of time would elapse before they
would again require to be reduced, when the fluctuations in price would annoy
the public. They maintained that consideration of market conditions had alone

dominated the policy of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, in respect of the

reductions and later increases put into effect, and they contended that the policy

followed had been beneficial to the people of Ontario in that it had served to

provide them with gasolines at low relative levels when compared with United
States prices.

As before mentioned, costs of administration and wholesale distribution

amount to three and one-half cents as a minimum, and six and three-quarter

cents as an approximate maximum per gallon of gasolines sold, and with this

the case the policy put into force by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, in

fixing tank wagon prices at the levels mentioned had the effect—when com-
pared with import costs of gasolines—of compelling a number of other wholesale

distributors and importers to do business at a loss, some for portions of the

period between November, 1924, and July 15th, 1925, and others for the whole
of it. It also affected the businesses and margins obtained by smaller jobbers

and retailers who were importing and selling direct to the public. With this the

effect, certain of those examined complained that the Imperial Oil Company,
Limited, had adopted such policy for the express purpose—in their opinion—of

embarrassing and discouraging competitors who depended upon the importation

of gasolines for their supply and as a reprisal for the competition which had
existed at different points in Ontario during certain months in 1924. They
claimed that if the policy had not been adopted for such express purpose, it had,

in any event, such a practical effect. Officers of the Imperial Oil Company,
Limited, emphatically denied that there had been any such intention on the

part of their company and they maintained insistently that the course pursued
had been adopted for the reasons stated by them and for those reasons only.

Whatever the reasons for its adoption may have been the policy had the effect

of providing gasolines to the people of Ontario at lower prices—from November
1st, 1924, forward—than would undoubtedly have otherwise obtained, and
below, in certain instances, relative American prices. It had the further effect

also of inducing a number of distributors and retailers to purchase from Canadian
manufacturers in 1925, or to enter into contracts with them for the supply of

gasolines, where in 1924 such dealers had obtained their supplies by importation.^

With admission that prices set by the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, were
followed as a matter of general policy, and in most localities by other wholesale

dealers in Ontario, question was raised as to what, if any, reason there was to

prevent the Imperial Oil Company, Limited—with acquiescence of such dealers

—from increasing prices of gasolines to an abnormal extent and procuring exces-

sive profits if it—and they—should at any time desire to do so. Officers of the

Imperial Oil Company, Limited, maintained that there was no possibility of it

and other dealers enforcing such a condition and claimed that as selling prices

of gasolines bear a direct relation to the cost of crude oils in the United States, j



any attempt on the part of Canadian producers to unduly enhance prices would

be met by heavy importations of gasolines when price reductions to normal

levels would immediately be enforced. Accounts submitted by the Imperial

Oil Company. Limited, and the profits obtained from its operations in Canada
show that it has not taken advantage of the position which it occupies to obtain

prices out of line with costs, for at no time during the periods under review

were its profits shown to be unreasonable or exorbitant; as to whether Ontario

prices are or are not regulated by American competition, and to the extents

suggested is, however, a matter which appears to be somewhat open to question

in view of the following conditions.

Attached hereto as Schedule "D" is a statement showing the relative retail

prices for gasolines sold in Toronto, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit

for the period between January 1st, 1924, and July 15th, 1925. This statement

shows that as a general rule Toronto prices were higher than relative prices at

Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit in the period between January 1st and
November 1st, 1924, and to extents varying as high in one instance as five and
one-half cents per imperial gallon; that a difference of about one cent per gallon

existed in January, 1925, between Toronto prices and those of Detroit and
Chicago; while Buffalo and Cleveland prices were about level with them. From
March 1st, 1925, forward prices at Detroit and Chicago were about equal

—

relatively—to those at Toronto; those at Cleveland slightly higher; while

Buffalo prices exceeded Toronto prices by from three and one-half to four cents

per gallon. The conditions which obtained between January and November
1st, 1924, do not, in my opinion, tend to uphold the contentions of officers of

the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, or to prove that Ontario prices have at all

times been regulated by American prices; on the contrary they serve to indicate

that so long as all the principal refiners and wholesale importers in Canada shall

follow a common policy with respect to prices charged and also retain a sub-

stantial measure of control over retail distribution in any locality, they can

render such competition largely ineffective there.

Whatever be the conditions which may have prevailed—or now obtain

—

in Ontario relative to the manufacture, importation and wholesale and retail

sale of gasolines and lubricating oils—including those above mentioned—the

question as to whether reasonable or unfair prices are being or have been charged

must in the ultimate be answered by the extent of the net profits obtained.

To this end Balance Sheets, Profit and Loss accounts and the other statements

mentioned in the early part of this report, were obtained from seven of the

principal refiners and wholesale dealers, and these statements were carefully'

analyzed and considered in all their elements. With such consideration it

became clearly apparent that, just as with businesses of other character, wide
variations existed in the volumes of business done and costs of operating to the

different refiners and dealers, and that with such the case certain of them were
able to obtain substantial earnings at times when others operating on the same
margins and selling at the same general prices were unable to do business except

at a loss.

It was agreed that information given to me by each of the refiners and
dealers mentioned should be held as confidential for the purposes of the Enquiry
and I may not, therefore, report the capital invested, volume of business done
and the earnings obtained by each. After excluding investments, which did not

relate to operations in Canada, but including capital and profits of subsidiaries

operating in Canada and adjusting depreciation and other allowances to a com-
mon and equitable basis, the statements submitted showed that over the period



of five years beginning January 1st, 1920, and ending December 31st, 1924, the

combined net profits of the three refiners operating in Ontario did not exceed
an average of eight per cent, per annum on the combined capital they so

employed. Such statements also showed that profitable and lean years were
met with within such period, the most profitable having been the year 1920,

and the least profitable the year 1923.

Earnings of wholesale dealers were more difficult to deal with on an average
basis than were those of refiners, for the reason that verv wide variations obtained
in their volumes of business and costs of operation. Two of such dealers also

were operating in 1920, while the third commenced operations in 1921 and the

fourth in 1923. Those who gained profits as compared with those who sustained

losses in such period were in number as follows:

Year
Number
Operating

Number who
Earned Profits

Number who
Sustained Losses

1920 2

3

3

4
4

1

1

2

3

2

1

1921 2

1922 1

1923 1

1924 2

The rates of profits obtained by certain of such importers and distributors in

the above period were considerably greater than those obtained by Ontario

refiners and were largest in 1924, when they were able to buy gasolines in the

United States of America at distress prices and sell them at many points in

Ontario at rates equal to those obtained for gasolines of Ontario manufacture;
statements available for the Enquiry indicated, however, that the rates of profit

of such importers and distributors had become very much reduced in the first

six months of 1925. Other such wholesale dealers, whose accounts were exam-
ined, did business at a loss over the whole period of their operations in Ontario

up to December 31st, 1924, and also in the year 1924, when their widest margins
of sales of gasolines were obtained.

Statements submitted by the seven refiners and wholesale dealers herein

mentioned showed that their average investment in ninety-six service stations

owned or operated by them throughout Ontario was $19,181. A large propor-

tion of such stations had been operating for periods of less than one year and
while accounts submitted showed costs of operation in certain instances as low
as three and one-half cents per gallon, the expenses of the majority of the stations,

with their businesses in the course of development, were higher, running up to

as much as eight cents per gallon in certain instances. Accounts submitted in

respect of forty-eight stations in Toronto showed that the average capital

investment in them was $24,830 and that otherwise conditions relating to their

operation were largely similar to tho.se which obtained with respect to operation

of service stations throughout Ontario, as a whole.

Summarizing the evidence given and the opinions and conclusions herein-

before expressed, I therefore report that

—

(1) No standard specifications prevail with respect to the manufacture and
sale of automobile lubricating oils in Ontario, but the public there is compelled

to rely for its protection upon the fair dealing and honesty of the retailers from
whom it shall purchase such oils, and in the case of branded oils and those sold



in sealed packages, upon the responsibility and reputation of the refiners and

wholesale dealers distributing them.

(2) Sales of automobile lubricating oils amount to between three and four

per cent, in volume of the quantity of gasolines sold in Ontario, and the prices

at which such oils are ordinarily sold vary between 100 and 200 per cent, in

advance of their cost to wholesale dealers. Net earnings obtained by refiners,

wholesale dealers and retailers show that these margins do not leave unreason-

able or excessive net profits, but that they are largely absorbed by costs of

administration, selling, adv^ertising, packages and handling to wholesale dealers,

and by handling and other attendant expenses to retailers.

(3) Analyses of samples obtained during July and August, 1925, show that

many of the gasolines then being sold in Ontario were of superior quality and all

of those analyzed with one exception—an imported product—were within

United States Motor Gasoline Specifications. In the case of the exception

mentioned it was admitted that it had been purchased on a price and gravity

basis without further specifications as to quality.

(4) Evidence was given by of^cers of the three refiners and four wholesale

dealers mentioned that no association, understanding or agreement exists, or

has existed, having for its purpose the fixing of prices at which gasolines are

sold to the people of Ontario. Lists of stockholders, with information as to

share warrants outstanding, were submitted and evidence given that so far as

known no common ownership of shares existed. It was further testified by the

officers of each company that it had no interest, direct or indirect, in the owner-

ship of any of the other companies or in the conduct or administration of their

affairs. I accept such evidence.

(5) It was admitted by the other refiners and wholesale dealers w^ho were

examined that they had each adopted the policy of following prices set by the

Imperial Oil Company, Limited, in respect of gasolines manufactured and sold

by it in Ontario and this course was upheld by them as conforming to ordinary

trade practices—in view of the predominant position held by the Imperial Oil

Company, Limited, in the trade in Canada—and justified by them on the

grounds of advantage and necessity.

(6) In the year 1924 a heavy overproduction of gasolines took place in the

United States of America and large quantities were forced upon the market

and sold at reduced and distress prices. Canadian refiners, with stocks of

crude oils on hand and commitments to purchase, were unable to meet the

prices at which such gasolines could be imported into Ontario and sold, except

at the cost of losses. Accordingly they continued to charge—so far as they

were able to do so—rates which were commensurate with the costs of crude oils

to them. As a result of the adoption and carrying out of such policy prices for

gasolines in Toronto—and many other points in Ontario—exceeded relative

prices at Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit in amounts varying between

one-quarter cent and five and one-half cents (in an extreme case) per imperial

gallon, at times within the period between March 1st and November 1st, 1924.

Variations in prices also obtained between retail rates at many points in Ontario

and in the most extreme ca.se testified to, a difference of ten cents per imperial

gallon occurred.

Prices for gasolines of Ontario manufacture were reduced about November
1st, 1924, and with such reductions—and a more than proportionate increase in

rates thereafter charged by American producers for their gasolines—a point was
reached by March 1st, 1925, when Ontario prices became less than relative

prices charged at certain points in the United States of America, and this con-



dition continued up to August 1st, 1925, the end of the period under review.

Variations between the prices charged at different points in Ontario also became
reduced and by July 15th, 1925, they did not exceed three cents per imperial

gallon as a maximum for gasolines of ordinary quality—freight adjustmc its

being taken into account.

(7) It was contended by the refiners and wholesale dealers examined that

adoption of the common policy in Clause (5) mentioned did not permit or allow

them to increase or unduly enhance prices of gasolines to the people of Ontario,

and they maintained that as costs of manufacture of gasolines bear a direct

relation to costs of crude oils (which ha\e for the most part to be purchased in

the I'nited States of America) any attempt to charge excessive prices in Ontario

would immediately be met by the importation of gasolines from the United

States of America when price reductions to reasonable levels would be enforced.

Under normal conditions such contention cannot be otherwise than correct.

Ontario prices exceeded relative American prices, however, in the period between
March 1st and November 1st, 1924, and with this the case it is my opinion that

regulation of Ontario prices by the importation of American gasolines can be

and was rendered largely ineffective at the points and within the times referred

to by reason of

(a) The adoption by refiners and importers of the policy of following

prices of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited;

(b) Operation of service stations by refiners and wholesale dealers, and

(c) The measure of control maintained by refiners and wholesale

dealers over curb pumps under sale and rental agreements.

The ability of refiners and importers to render the competition of American
gasolines partially ineffective, in so far as regulation of Ontario prices is con-

cerned, makes it clear that they are able to exercise a large measure of control

over the wholesale and retail rates at which gasolines are sold in Ontario. They
have not, in my opinion, however, taken any undue or improper advantage of

this power, and departure by any importer with a substantial volume of business

from adherence to the common policy mentioned, would immediately terminate it.

(8) Combined net earnings of the three refiners operating in Ontario

averaged approximately eight per cent, per annum on the combined capital

employed by them in Canada over the five years between January 1st, 1920,

and December 31st, 1924, and in no year within such period were the profits

of any of such refiners excessive in amount,

(9) Profits obtained in 1924 were substantial in the case of certain importers

who were able to purchase gasolines at distress prices and sell them at rates

eqiial to those obtained by refiners on products of Canadian manufacture. The
rates so charged yielded little profit, however, and in one instance losses to

other wholesale dealers and importers who sold at the same prices within that

period, while adjustment of the prices of the Imperial Oil Company, Limited,

substantially reduced the margins obtained by all importers in the period between
No\ember 1st, 1924, and July 15th, 1925. Average profits obtained by importers

and wholesale dealers within the period between January 1st, 1920, and Decem-
ber .31st, 1924, were—where earned^—in excess of those obtained by refiners,

but such profits were not excessive; losses sustained by other dealers within the

period of their operations were, in certain instances, of substantial relative

amount when compared with the capital employed and volume of business done.

(10) I find and report that prices charged were reasonable and fair for

gasolines sold to the people of Ontario in the period between January 1st,. 1924,



uly 15ili, 1925,- -this having regard to the extent of the profits recovered

'osses sustained by refiners and wholesale dealers, and notwithstanding

'n of the conditions hereinbefore set out.

;11) During certain periods of 1924 retail prices for gasolines at Toronto

other points in Ontario were considerably higher than those required to be

at Woodstock and Simcoe, for example. Variations in such prices were,

ny opinion, attributable to these conditions, namely:

(a) Dealers in Woodstock and Simcoe possessed railway trackage and
capacity facilities and were, therefore, able during 1924 to purchase

gasolines in tank car quantities and at distress prices. They then retailed

such gasolines through service stations operated by them as adjuncts to

other businesses and in so doing disregarded expenses which ordinarily

require to be recovered from gasoline sales. Conducting their service

station operations upon these bases they sold gasolines throughout the year

1924 at retail prices which averaged 5.55 cents per gallon above such

import and reduced costs to them.

(b) The aggregate burden of expense sustained by the refiners, whole-

sale dealers and retailers examined, and in connection with wholesale and
retail sale of gasolines in Ontario during 1924 amounted to a minimum of

six and one-half cents and a maximum of ten and one-half cents per gallon

on gasolines sold. Such costs were in excess of the average margins obtained

by Woodstock and Simcoe dealers and—except in isolated instances and
with certain dealers only—they left refiners and importers where they were

unable to sell at Woodstock and Simcoe prices without sustaining losses.

These conditions, with adoption of the common policy on the part of

importers to adhere to Imperial Oil Company, Limited, prices, the increased

costs paid by certain of such importers for gasolines of improved quality, and
the unwillingness of independent service station owners to operate on bases

similar to those which obtained in Simcoe and Woodstock were, I find, respon-

sible for the variations in price mentioned.

I desire, in conclusion, to acknowledge the courtesies and assistance given

to me by officers of the Department of Public Works and Highways for the

Province of Ontario, and by Dr. L. F. Goodwin, of Queen's University, Kingston.

I have the honour to be, .Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) G. T. Clarkson.
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